
High-performance computing 
at your fi ngertips!
Explore real world use cases how companies use 
the power of cloud computing.

www.cloudsme-apps.com
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The cloudSME Appcenter – use advanced 
simulation applications in your web browser

1.  Would you like to increase your target market by offering your software solution 
in the cloudSME Appcenter?

2.  Or are you looking for the right software application, to enhance your business processes, 
but struggle with license costs or lack the technical knowledge?

3.  Or would you like to be more innovative and develop a new business idea using cloud technologies?

Then fi nd out, what the cloudSME Appcenter 
holds for you! 
Technically the Appcenter is the frontend of the cloudSME 
platform, which was developed in the European research and 
innovation project cloudSME (funded under grant agreement 
no. 608886) to particularly support the uptake of advanced 
simulation technology among small and medium-sized com-
panies. 

The cloudSME project – innovation support for 
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
Due to several reasons, like expensive software licenses, the 
lack of technical knowledge and high costs for the purchase 
and the maintenance of hardware resources, smaller com-
panies are still reluctant regarding the use of simulation, al-
though they could considerably benefi t from cost savings and 
a boost to their innovative and competitive capability.

The idea of the cloudSME Appcenter will overcome these 
obstacles, providing a row of simulation software solutions 
and simulation use cases implemented by cloudSME project 
partners that:

•  are implemented as a service (SaaS) to be consumed 
at a usage-based prize.

•  can be run on different Clouds using different cloud 
middleware (IaaS, HPC).

•  can use High-Performance-Computing (HPC).

•  are easily reconfi gurable and interoperable.

•  can be deployed easily accessing fast track deployment 
API (PaaS).

•  are easy to use (many template solutions won’t 
require special technical knowledge).

Simulation and 
application layer

Cloud platform
layer

Cloud resource
layer

Ingecon 2MoRO

Simul8 ASCOMP Your 
software
solution!

Compu-
tational

Fluid
Dynamics

Discrete 
event

Simulation

3D modelling
Aircraft

optimisation

See, how other companies use the cloudSME Appcenter

There a plenty of possibilities to use the Appcenter for your own purposes. 
Find some inspiring examples of companies who are already implemented their solution on the following pages!

Explore…

•  Real expert solutions, 
like advanced CFD applications.

•  Specialist use cases supporting 
business modell development 
on their basis.

•  Easy-to-use templates, which 
can be used without further 
technical knowledge.
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Explore the world of HPC supported fl uid 
dynamics simulation with TransAT (CFD) 

From product design to product testing - Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD), is widely used in manufactur-
ing and engineering today. But due to high costs, caused by required hardware, IT-maintenance and expen-
sive software licenses this technology is not available for everyone so far. This can be changed by offering an 
opportunity to use CFD at a usage-based price in the cloud.

Contact: 
ASCOMP: Sylvain Reboux, Reboux@ascomp.ch, www.ascomp.ch
Eurobios: Joris Costes, joris.costes@eurobios.com, www.eurobios.com

The use of CFD simulation became widespread today. It is used in 
various industries to analyze the interaction of fl uids, gases and 
solids (air, water, oil, blood), in technical facilities or even in the 
human body for example. But CFD usually is very computing in-
tensive. Offering the technology on a cloud platform at a usage 
fee will open this technology to far more people than it was the 
case before and lower the entry barrier for relying on a powerful 
CFD simulation software.

TransAT is an expert Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) ap-
plication, developed by the Swiss company ASCOMP, which is 
a specialized in the simulation of industrial fl uid dynamics and 
heat & mass transfer, with specifi c focus on multiphase fl ow and 
complex-physics fl uids. 

With the help of IT-provider Eurobios, who is a French consultant, 
trainer and value added reseller for use cases on physical model-
ling and numerical simulations in large scale projects, they de-
ployed their solution into the cloudSME Appcenter. The expected 
benefi t for them is an increased number of customers, addressed 
by simplifying the access and offering the solution on a common 
platform for simulation. Both companies will also provide help 
and consultancy services on demand. The potential market for 
fl uid dynamics simulation is very large, in particular multiphase 
fl ows are a crucial issue in process engineering. The cloudSME 
project is a unique opportunity to connect the end-users with CFD 
specialists.

Are you interested to use CFD to improve your product develop-
ment using a sclalable and easy to use cloud-based platform?

Gas Glycol

Volume fraction
0.25

0 1

0.5 0.75

Water

Flexible analysis of single and multi-phase fl ows of different materials

/
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Model helicopter confi guration and optimization 
using HPC-based CFD solver technology 

The market for unmanned areal vehicle systems and 
drones will increase over the next years. The small simu-
lation software provider ProcEng Moser wants to open 
up this market with their confi guration and optimization 
service for model helicopters, but faced limitations due to 
their local hardware resources. Using DHCAE’s CFD solver 
technology in the cloudSME Appstore, will enable them 
to overcome these barriers.

heir optimization service especially comprises the technical 
design of the helicopter rotor and its blades. Computer sim-
ulation precisely analyzes the collisions between the air fl ow 
and the moving blades that make helicopters fl y by calculating 
differential equations from the collisions. Taking into account 
a plenty of surrounding factors and variables, the optimization 
process requires a large number of CFD simulations and struc-
ture analyses to cover this large range of parameters. 

This will result in a fundamental database which helps to un-
derstand and optimize the helicopters, but requires massive 
computations. 

The implementation of CFD solver technology in the cloudSME 
high performance environment will facilitate the use of HPC 
resources and the conduction of advanced and CPU intensive 
analysis (e.g. transient simulations) - particularly for small and 
medium-sized companies (SMEs), who shrinked from the con-
nected costs so far . 

Therefore DHCAE Tools provides a graphical user interface (GUI) 
based multi-purpose CFD/FEA environment for the open source 
solvers OpenFOAM® and CalculiX, including solver extensions. 
The availability of the source code allows specifi c adaptations 
of solvers and utilities to the end user’s needs. Specifi c tools for 
a convenient job control and solution monitoring will be made 
available (runGui).

As a result ProcEng Moser’s business line “Technical confi gura-
tion and optimization of model helicopters” can be extended 
and in the long run and the market for unmanned aerial vehicle 
systems and drones can be opened up. DHCAE Tools, however, 
will be able to expand their portfolio with on-demand servic-
es opening up new customer groups. They will also cut costs 
as the provision of its software is signifi cantly simplifi ed and 
frequently arising problems with installation and maintenance 
of the tools and libraries, especially within a Linux environment, 
are eliminated.

With the OpenFOAM® library, a wide range of CFD application 
areas is covered, e.g. for mechanical and plant engineering, 
automotive engineering, aircraft industries etc. 

Contact: 
DHCAE Tools: Ulrich Heck, ulrich_heck@dhcae.de, www.dhcae-tools.com 

Simulation 
of rotors:

Infl uence 
of hood:

5
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Walking on the Cloud – 
from Spain to Italy!

Using the cloud, this way is not so far! Two Spanish and an Italian company bring insole & shoe customization 
service to the cloudSM Appcenter.

www.cloudsme-

apps.com

cloudSME

cloudSME

Simulation

Platform

IaaS Cloud or

HPC Provider

Amazon

Cloud

Cloud

Sigma

Private

Clouds

Super

Computing
...

API Embedding

cloudSME AppCenter SaaS

cloudSME Simulation Platform PaaS

Insole Validation

Service

API

Case study 1

Validation

result

Upload shoes

layout CAD fi le

Download customized

insole CAD fi le

Manufacturing 

customized insole

Upload

foot scan 2 3

1

1 4 9 8

7

6

4

5

Delivery to

customer

Scanning

foot profi le

Shoe

selection

Delivery to
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Contact:
Podoactiva: Miguel Subira Sobrino, miguelsubira@podoactiva.com, www.podoactiva.com
INGECON: José Manuel Martin, josemanuel.martin@inge-con.es, www.ingenieriaycontrol.es

The case study
The market for costumized insoles would be much bigger, if the design process – one of the bottlenecks, causing high costs – could 
be reduced and the insoles coul be offered at a much more competitive price. 

By migrating their 3D insole scan & design method to the cloudSME Appcenter, Podoactiva, a Spanish biotechnology company 
specialised in podiatry and biomechanics and the IT provider INGECON, found a way to achieve both: address a considerably increased 
group of worldwide customers and cut costs. 

As cloud computing allows for the access of High-Performance Computing capabilities and enables many simultaneous remote user 
accesses, the computing time needed for the design will be dramatically decreased, while the manufacturing capability will increase.

The benefi ts of cloud-based insole design
Ingecon‘s web based “3D Scan Insole Designer“ is a set of tools which will allow it to fully automate and facilitate the design process 
while enabling a row of benefi ts for customers (Figure 1):

1. After a scan of the foot is made, the scan has just to be uploaded to the Validator on the cloudSME platform.

2. The user will get back the results immediately and can – in case of an invalid scan – repeat the procedure.

3. Immediate validation will avoid rejections and delay in the design.

4.  If the customer wants to have the right shoe as well, he will have the option choose the right shoe modell out of the collection 
of Base Pro (another cloudSME partner who is currently implementing his solution in the App Center).

5.  Both fi les can be uploaded then and will be downloaded again in the manufacturer’s offi ce, where the shoe will be produced 
and automatically sent to the customer (Step 6, 7, 8, & 9).

Interested to use this application in your own business as well?
Like, Base Protection, an Italian Manufacturer of Safety Shoes, uses the software to offer a new service to their customers. 
They will not only have the opportunity to design tailor-made insoles, but to order a perfectly fi tting set of a shoe and an insole.

/
/
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Always guarantee best beer quality using 
the cloudSME process optimizer 

You already produce the world’s best craft beer, but 
would also like to ensure, that quality is always at its op-
timum level? Then just try our brewery process optimizer. 

One of the key quality objectives shared by Craft Brewers is 
to ensure that their products are consumed in an optimum 
time window. Beer should neither be consumed when it is too 
young nor too old and the age at which cask conditioned 
Craft Beer is at its best varies from product to product.

Process simulation will help you to 
guarantee the best quality to your 
customers
When faced with multiple product lines and multiple outlets, 
the scheduling of the brewing processes and timely procure-
ment of raw ingredients can be a very complex and time con-
suming task. In this case the use of discrete-event simulation 
software to create a process model of the system is very useful.

In the present case the IT provider, Saker Solutions, developed a 
SIMUL8-based template solution which can be used by a small 
or medium-sized brewery with the typical manufacturing chain. 
Using their process optimiser will enable breweries to improve 
various processes. The Hobsons brewery who already has a low 
return rate of craft beer that hasn‘t been consumed at the right 
time, aims to even reduce this rate, in order to improve their 
competitive capability.

Process simulation will enable intelligent decision making in 
relation to the optimal utilization of the dispatch warehouse 
which will as a consequence maximize the potential for a cask 
to be opened when the beer that it contains is at its ideal age. 
This intelligence involves understanding how stock should be 
allocated and dispatched from the fi nished goods warehouse. 
The main output from the simulation model will therefore be 
which casks/kegs should be when shipped to whom. 

As well as improving quality objectives, the model will also 
provide additional benefi ts, like the

1.  reduction operational and handling costs, 

2.  development of a better understanding of how the repa-
triation of casks/kegs should be orchestrated to increase the 
utilisation of casks/kegs  

3.  reduction of the capital costs of investments in additional 
assets as the business grows

4.   ability to experiment with different production schedules to 
help the brewery to understand how their quality objectives 
can be underpinned by evaluating what should be brewed 
and when.

5.   increase of the user’s competitive capability, as simulation 
software isn’t widespread among breweries yet.

Using this easy-to-use template solution in the cloudSME App-
center, the cost of model building and creating a decision 
support tool will no longer be prohibitive to typical craft brewers. 

Contact: 
Saker Solutions: Shane Kite, shane.kite@sakersolutions.com, www.sakersolutions.com 

Orders

Deliveries

Is my 
schedule 

OK?

Is my 
forecast 
covered?

BrewingForecast

Production
Schedule

RackingInventory

Which casks
should I

deliver to
whom?

/
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Contact: 
Tidy Books: Geraldine Grandidier, geraldine@tidy-books.com, www.tidy-books.co.uk
Outlandish: Abigall Murphy, abi@outlandish.com, www.outlandish.com

Overcome cash fl ow problems 
by the improvement of stock utilization 

Small businesses live or die by their cash fl ow, but many 
ot them struggle to manage their inventory, tying up 
much needed cash in stock. Despite this, many use no 
system for forecasting their inventory needs other than 
experience and guesswork. Tidy Books took this as an op-
portunity to develop and market its inventory forecast-
ing software. 

Tidy Books, who experienced a severe cash fl ow problem them-
selves, hence developed their own solution SkuFlo, which gave 
them much better insight in their processes and enabled them 
to have the right stuff in their stock by the right time. This un-
locked the cash tied in stock before and helped to save the 
business in the end.

Considering their application to be a good opportunity for oth-
er manufactuers as well, they aim to commercialise the Tidy 
Books Inventory Forecasting Software -TBFS by offering a cloud 

based version of it in the cloudSME Appcenter. Developed with 
Tidy Books’ experience as a typical small manufacturer, the in-
ventory forecasting software will be an affordable, simple and 
comprehensive, monthly subscription service enabling SMEs to 
get in control of their stock and plan for the future.

Together with the IT-provider Outlandish they’re currently devel-
oping such a cloud version of SkuFlo, which will be a tailored 
easy-to-use tool for manufacturers who have the same stan-
dard processes. 

Do you also have to much cash tied up in stock which you’d 
actually need in your daily business? Then get in contact!

Your business‘ cash & stock fl ow

inputs

£££
cashflow

forecast future sales
forecast future stock levels by SKU

forecast duration of stock
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sales data
stock levels by SKU

deliveries
new products & promotions

seasonal trends

right stock at right time
more sales

cash released from stock

sales

your inventory:

£££ tied up in stock

profi ts

£
£

£
£

sales

How TBFS works outputs

TBFS:
Unlocks cash tied
up in inventory:

improve cash fl ow
improve sales
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Contact: 
SimSoft: info@simsoft.com.tr, www.simsoft.com.tr

Standardized process optimization 
for manufacturers 

Another process simulation tool, based on the well-known 
BPMN 2.0 standard, will be provided by the software provider 
SimSoft whose expertise is the production of simulators and a 
wide range of simulation software and games. This easy-to-
use application will help manufacturers to optimize their 
workfl ows, through the improvement of their utilization 
and the reduction of cycle times.  

Simsoft will provide the simulation-based decision support tool, 
SimBusPro, which supports BPMN (Business Process Model and 
Notation) 2.0. BPMN. a 

global standard for process modeling and one of the most 
important components of successful Business-IT alignment 
and a modeling notation in which businesses and other 
such institutions are endowed with a common and univer-
sal platform through which their internal business proce-
dures can be represented in a graphical notation.  

The BPMN standard enables 
high fl exibility
This involves various benefi ts for users: The modeling editor 
in the SimBusPro portal allows importing pre-defi ned BPMN 
models to simulate. Users can design their business process 
models with any BPMN editor and use SimBusPro portal to run 
simulations of the input business process models. 

SimBusPro’s additional features include its ability to generate 
easy-to-understand yet meaningful simulation reports about 
modelled business processes, and its ability to generate multiple 
alternative reports based on different scenarios, which enables 
the program to achieve its goal of accomplishing simulation-
based optimization.

By using SimBusPro manufacturers from different branches will 
be able to enhance their business processes and yield improve-
ments in their existing systems. The two manufacturing fi rms 
whose business processes are to be improved in this experi-
ment, are Özdekan Rubber and Gökdoğan Shelving and Equip-
ment Systems. Özdekan Rubber is a manufacturing fi rm which 
specialises in the production of a wide array of rubber products 
ranging from lead rubber bearings for seismic isolation to earth-
moving machinery spare parts. Gökdoğan Shelving and Equip-
ment Systems, on the other hand, is a fi rm that manufactures 
a plethora of industrial shelving systems. Both companies aim 
to minimize their operational costs (particularly through time 
savings in their manufacturing cycles), whilst maximising the ef-
fi ciency of their processes. This example incorporating two such 
different manufacturers shows, how fl exible SimBusPro can be 
applied. 

Are you a manufacturing company aiming to improve your 
business processes in order to get more competitive? Then fi nd 
out, which benefi ts SimBusPro holds for your business!

/
/
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Contact: 
SIMUL8: Mark Elder, Mark.E@SIMUL8.com, www.simul8.com
Saker Solutions: Shane Kite, Shane.Kite@sakersolutions.com, www.sakersolutions.com 

Make targeted improvements 
to your business processes 

This special use case implemented a process optimisation tool, 
suited to the needs of a cutting tools manufacturing company. 
Cutting Tools (www.cut-tools.co.uk) is a small manufacturer of 
precision cutting tools and a fl at-bed tool maker for industry 
providing cutting services. Customers come from a whole range 
of industries from automotive, aerospace, medical, pharmaceu-
tical, printing, to shoe making and packaging industries.

Cutting Tools’ costs are very high with regard to raw materials 
such as steel cutting blades and plywood bases for the tool 
products. In order to enhance their business process manage-
ment, SIMUL8 and Saker Solutions developed a template so-
lution which is able to run many scenarios of different order 
types and manufacturing process confi gurations to provide 
the optimal vision for the best process effi ciency. 

Experience the benefi ts of cloud-
based process optimization!

Specifi cally, the experiment concentrated on four key business 
objectives:

a)  Capital Investment Planning – providing the company with 
a vision for the optimal investments for improving effi cien-
cy, throughput and capacity to take on larger orders.

b)  Production Planning and optimisation – a vision through 
cloud-based simulation for the best use of all production 
resources (staff, machines, and designing).

c)  Performance Evidence – Vision to show large customers 
that the company has the Process Capability to undertake 
new orders.

d)  Save money – Each above mentioned objectives should be 
reached at an affordable price through the HPC and Simula-
tion software via the Cloud

Find out, how “SIMUL8 in the cloud” could also help your business!

Figure 1: Addition of extra machines at the blade bending process. Experiment to reduce bottlenecks regarding investment planning.

/
/
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Contact: 
2MoRo: Eva Randria, eva.randria@2moro.fr, www.2moro.com

High defi nition image analysis 
using the cloud

Calculate even biggest data 
amounts using HPC-based 
cloud computing
2MoRO solutions and AeroDrones have developed a high defi -
nition image recognition solution that can be embedded onto 
any kind of existing system, from industrial machines to a UAV 
or aircrafts. Any high defi nition image can be analyzed in al-
most real time through continuous analysis or could be gath-
ered for a delayed and grouped analysis.

Their cloud-based solution provides all end-users but notably 
small and medium-sized companies with the ability to integrate 
an image recognition and analysis into their processes without 

the need of possessing the high demanding infrastructure typi-
cally required by this activity. Typical use cases are, quality analy-
sis on a manufacturing products, encroachment detection, 
nearby detection of hazardous activities, etc.

Today there aren’t too many users of image recognition soft-
ware among this group. The main goal is to leverage this solu-
tions and reduce the inherent constraints. 2MoROs primarily 
work focuses on optimizing the duration of an analysis through 
the use of the Cloud in order to parallelize treatments. Then 
simplifi cation of the usage in order to allow an easy and fast 
integration into existing industrial processes.

Are you interested in trying this kind of technology in your busi-
ness?

High defi nition image analysis enables the detection of ineffi ciencies or hazards in industrial facilities, special 
areas, manufacturing lines or nearly any kind of scenario you can imagine. Drones or other vehicles can be 
equipped with a high resolution camera, enabling the easy monitoring and maintenance of oil pipelines or 
power plants for example. 
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Contact: 
Proyfe: José Manuel Moure Vieites, josemanuel.moure@proyfe.es, www.proyfe.com
SIMUL8: Mark Elder, Mark.E@SIMUL8.com, www.simul8.com

CloudFreIT – Cloud-based Simulation Models 
for Freight Transport Intermodal Terminals 

Globalisation has dramatically changed the nature, scale 
and demands of freight intermodal terminals, which are 
crucial infrastructures for Europe‘s competitiveness and 
trade with the rest of the world and within its internal 
market. Increasing their performance through improving 
the productivity of the assets will depend on fewer, fast-
er, more sustainable, and better planned interventions. 

Improve the interaction 
of intermodal terminals
Intermodal nodes typically entail a natural bottleneck in the 
transfer of goods involving different modes of transport, which 
could generate ineffi ciencies in co-modality. The use of simula-
tion software may improve the performance of key elements 
within any intermodal transportation system. The full engineer-
ing consultancy services provider PROYFE, aims to enhance its 
market positioning by offering a reliable, complete and solid 
solution, providing logistic companies with and easy to access 
environment for developing feasible concurrent simulation 

analysis supporting and enhancing the planning, design, engi-
neering, execution and operation of intermodal terminals. Their 
solution, called CloudFreIT, encompasses the construction of 
a series of modular, generic and fl exible cloud-based discrete 
event simulation models of typical freight transport intermodal 
terminals. Its main objectives are the following: 

1.  CloudFreIT will provide a generic easy-to-adapt pre-built 
series of simulation models representing the main elements 
(material handling systems, yards, etc.) and their corre-
sponding typical confi guration and operational schemas as 
well as the main related sub-systems (energy supply, main-
tenance, etc.) allowing to acquire and provide holistic and 
interlinked analyses of intermodal terminals.

2.   CloudFreIT will enable a CMS (Collaborative Modelling and 
Simulation) platform for multidisciplinary contributions of 
different agents involved in the entire life-cycle of inter-
modal terminals. Thus, simulation models will get its raison 
d’être coming through their most complained reproach, 
i.e., its ephemeral condition and utility beyond ad-hoc and 
punctual simulation-based projects.

STRATEGIC LEVEL Transport Modelling

Freight Flows Forecast

Vessels, Layout,
MHS, Yards, CAPEX, etc.

Energy Consumption,
GHG Emmissions,
OPEX, etc.

Containers/Cargo Throughput

Scheduling,
Turn-around Time,
Berth Allocation, etc.

Waiting Times, Queue Lengths,
MHS, Utilisation, etc.

DES Models

Terminal

Yard

Vessel

Yard

Gates

DES Models

Freight Intermodal Terminals
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Forecast:
FEASIBILITY

road

maritime
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Design & Civil Engineering:
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Emission reduction in the cloud

Contact: 
CMCL Innovations: Dr. Andrew Smallbone, ajsmallbone@cmclinnovations.com, www.cmclinnovations.com

The reduction of emissions across various industries became increasingly important over the last decades. 
Sustained research and development for new products in the automotive, heavy duty trucks/transportation, 
ships, power generation sectors, etc. was dictated by international policies and environmental legislation 
which have driven down exhaust gas emissions signifi cantly.

This experiment involves the development of G-VOLUTION’s 
sustainable, low-carbon energy conversion technology for 
heavy-duty powertrains through application of CMCL innova-
tions’ advanced engineering software simulation tool, SRM 
Engine Suite, which will be integrated with the HPC Cloud plat-
form. The latter is a virtual engineering design tool for simulat-
ing the performance of fuels, combustion and emissions analy-
sis in Internal Combustion (IC) engines and chemical reactors. 

The software offers a novel probability density function (PDF)-
based approach while accounting for detailed chemical kinet-
ics, turbulent mixing, heat losses and all the components (EGR 
pressure loops, boosting, etc.) prevalent in modern IC engines. 
One of the major goals of this experiment is to enable a multi-
fuel technology for heavy duty commercial vehicles with 15% 
lower carbon footprint.

It’s usually the numerical treatment of the detailed chemical 
kinetics schemes for describing the fuel(s) oxidation and the en-
suing emissions formation pathways that makes such multi-fuel 
IC engine calculations highly CPU-intensive. Hence, the avail-
ability of an HPC Cloud-based design solution will be ideal for 
vehicle/equipment manufacturers and facilitate the commercial 
uptake of these Cloud-based virtual engineering models which 
has been limited by the availability of computational resources.

As a result of the experiment, customers will be able to:

•  Develop low-carbon, low-emission, and high effi ciency 
industrial processes and automotive engines.

•  Enjoy cost- and time-effective design 
and engineering process.

•  Make use of accessibility, usability and scalability 
of the software solutions.
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